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Coastal Craft Concord 65

T’S GOT THOSE LONG,
elegant lines that make it hard
for the eye to judge length.
If one goes by looks alone, Coastal
Craft’s new Concord qualifies as the
most striking yacht to come out of a
B.C. shipyard in recent memory. It is
only 65 feet long, but from a distance it
looks more like a 100-footer. Combine
that with its many luxury features,
aluminum construction, high perfor-
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mance and its advanced technology,
the Concord is unlike anything in its
size range and deserves designation as
a mini-megayacht.

Design and Construction The Concord
is the result of collaboration between
Coastal Craft’s CEO Jeff Rhodes—
who came up with the original concept—and Victoria-based luxury yacht
designers, Gregory C. Marshall Naval

Architects. While Gibsons-based
Coastal Craft is known for its highquality aluminum construction and
finishing, Marshall’s experience with
megayachts shows in the Concord’s
hull, exterior and interior design. It is
Coastal Craft’s largest build to date.
Unlike previous Coastal Craft yachts,
characterized by forward-sloping
windows and a more utilitarian look,
the Concord’s sleek contemporary

NEIL RABINOWITZ

This West Coast yacht sets a new benchmark
for luxury, performance and high technology

lines have a more modern, streamlined look. The Concord’s design
is based on Gregory C. Marshall’s
experience with designing planing hulls that incorporate excellent seakeeping and performance.
The Concord features a very sharp,
clean entry with plenty of flare and
a warped V bottom (one in which
the deadrise decreases from about
amidships, aft to the transom,) ending with a 12-degree deadrise aft.
The Concord hull also has slightly
down-turned chine flats, which get
deeper further aft. This makes for
better directional control in turns,
especially with pod drives. Twin
running strakes on the hull bottom
provide additional directional stability. As the sea trials were to show,
whatever the designers at Gregory
C. Marshall did, they achieved just
the right balance between comfort
and performance.
All the design and modeling for
the Concord was done on computer, then the cut file was sent directly
to a CNC router that automatically
cuts the plates and other components to exact specifications. This is
known as “screen to machine.” Assembly of the hundreds of pieces
is like putting together a very complex jigsaw puzzle.
Most aluminum yachts are built
upside down, then rolled upright
for the addition of the deckhouse
and interior finishing. In Coastal
Craft’s case, their boats are built in
upright jigs. This makes for easier
access and fitting of the plates and
frames and allows for welding
“down” instead of overhead, which
makes for more accurate welds.
This build was also unconventional in that the deckhouse is normally fabricated onto the hull once
righted. In this case, a new jig was
designed to allow the deckhouse
to be built on a separate jig to save
build time.
The deckhouse incorporates some
really aesthetically pleasing rounded styling details (like the aft cockpit area) and chamfered edges. This
meant a lot of compound curves for
the designers to engineer and for
Coastal Craft to fabricate. However,
after 15 months of construction the
hull and deckhouse are so fair it
is hard to believe that this is not a
well-faired fibreglass vessel.
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On Deck A sense of luxury flows
from the Concord even from a distance, but up close it gets even better. Stepping onto the broad swim
platform, one is embraced by the
well-styled reverse transom and
dual curved staircases that lead
up to the cockpit. Here there’s an
inviting forward facing settee and
teak table. The teak decks are solid
underfoot and flush from the cockpit to the bow. The decks and deckhouse have an almost minimalist
feel to them—in that the decks are
wide with no clutter and the house
has clean, sleek lines.
A pedestal stairway leads up to
the huge open bridge where the
upper helm station has all the functionality of the lower helm station.
There’s room for a gaggle of friends
in the U-shaped settee with no
need to go below on those perfect
sunny days, thanks to a summer
kitchen equipped with barbecue,
fridge/freezer drawers and a sink
with hot and cold water. The after
end of the bridge is perfect for storing a dinghy of up to 13 feet, which
can be launched by a four function,
Steelhead hydraulic davit.
Interior The interior of the Concord
is a tasteful combination of reddishbrown Sapele hardwood paneling and cabinetry, off-white fabric
upholstery, white majilite (similar to ultraleather) headliner and
accents, and off-white Berber wool
carpets. The fit and finish is exquisite—to the point where the vertical
ribbon grain of the Sapele (similar
to mahogany), has been perfectly
lined up from cabin top to cabin
sole, regardless of the interruption
of drawers and lockers. As would be
expected, top-quality hardware,

1 The luxurious saloon features a large
U-shaped settee to starboard with the
entertainment system to port. 2 The raised
dinette, forward and to port, across from
the plush helm station and galley.
3 The second stateroom is in the bow, with
a queen berth and “real” hanging lockers.
There is a third stateroom with twin single
bunks. Each stateroom gets its own head
and separate shower. 4 The full-beam master has three huge oval opening ports that
bring in tons of natural light, and features
an amazing marble-lined ensuite, his and
hers sinks and a walk-in shower.
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Established in 1984

Serving
canadian
boaterS for

30 yeArS!

24 hour

marine assistance
FOr canadian bOaters
AdmirAl C-Tow PACkAge

Premier Unlimited
C-Tow PaCkage
Boat towing to nearest Port of
repair, peace of mind at sea, 24 hour assistance
is a call away. Unlimited number of tows.
Unlimited service calls. Unlimited access to all
C-Tow member Benefits. extended coverage
area. C-Tow coverage into the San Juan islands.
$200 per year.
CAPTAIN

CAPTAin C-Tow PACkAge

Boat towing to nearest Port of repair.
Comes with all the great service of
the admiral Package. Limited to two tows per
membership. Unlimited service calls.
Unlimited access to all C-Tow member Benefits.
$150 per year.
COMMANDER

CommAnder C-Tow PACkAge

only Fresh water - great Lakes
(may 1 to october 31)
all the great service of the admiral Package.
Limited to Two tows per membership. Unlimited
service calls. Unlimited access to all C-Tow
member Benefits. $100 per year.

1-888-419-CTOW

1-888-419-2869 | 24 HOURS

www.c-tow.ca
Call or visit our website for details
and our service areas

33% discount to
CPS members

Peace of Mind at Sea
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appliances and accessories are fitted
throughout. Headroom in the saloon
and accommodation areas is a generous six and a half feet.
Soft white LED lighting is used
throughout and in-floor electric
heating keeps the entire boat cozy.
The saloon has the requisite hidden,
pop-up big screen TV and a premium Bose sound system. A satellite
antenna with three receivers allows
individual channels to be watched in
each stateroom—and to connect to
Apple TV.
The helm area, with side-by-side
single Stidd seats, has some great features, including the armrest-mounted
joystick for the pod drives—a natural
position for hand-operation. The dash
area is very tidy and centres around
two 15-inch Garmin GPSMAP 8215
glass bridge displays (with hybrid
touch-screen and pinch controls). This
is really the latest and greatest in systems integration and display.
The dash also has a dash-mounted
iRoom iDock for an iPad. The iPad
can control pretty well every house
system on the boat, except the engines, through simple touch screen
menus. It is part of the yacht’s EPlex control system, for items such
as ships power, lighting, entertainment, tanks, heating, alarms and so
on. Coastal Craft have been using
E-plex for many years now because
they feel it is the best system for connecting various systems from different manufacturers—which is often
difficult because of non-compatibil-

ity issues—via CAN bus technology.
It also cuts down on wiring, as do
some of the vessel’s wireless functions such as lighting controls. The EPlex system is controlled by two PCs
and all the custom software for each
yacht is programmed individually.
Despite this, each component has a
manual override should something
go wrong, which is an excellent redundancy feature.

Engine and Systems Power is provided by twin six-cylinder 900-horsepower Volvo-Penta D13 diesels which
connect directly to the IPS 1200 pod
drives with forward-facing dual props.
Access to the full-height engine room
is via a hefty door on the transom or
via the master stateroom ensuite. The
engine room is a thing of beauty, with
almost full engine walkaround space,
aluminum checkerboard floors and
very well laid and clearly marked wiring and plumbing.
The equipment list is too detailed
to cover here, but the main features
are a set of lithium-ion house batteries with an amazing capacity of 24
kW. They feed three Victron Quattro
inverters that each provide 8 kW of
AC power, for a total of 24 kW. The
23 kW Onan generator, with its 600amp alternator, doesn’t have to work
hard to keep the batteries charged.
Lithium-ion batteries only take about
20 percent of the time to recharge as
lead-acid batteries. They can also be
run down to almost zero charge without harm.
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ADMIRAL

Underway As with any yacht equipped
with pod drives and joystick controls,
it’s a snap to get in or out of the dock.
To make it even easier, the Concord
has two extra joystick controls that are
recess-mounted on the aft end of the
deckhouse coaming.
One new innovation to joystick control is Volvo-Penta’s joystick steering.
This now allows the yacht to be steered
by the joystick at speed, whereas previously the joystick could only be used
at low speeds. Wisely, the shifter and
throttle controls are separate. The joystick steering is also a controller for
the integrated Volvo-Penta autopilot.
The combination of a raised helm
area with a windscreen that extends
both higher and lower than most
yachts means visibility above, below
and ahead is excellent. Visibility aft and
to the sides, thanks to an almost solid
bank of windows, is very good too.
When accelerating onto the plane, it
was clear that the twin 900 hp diesels
provide plenty of get-up-and-go. In
high speed, hard-over turns the Concord simply shoulders into them with
no slipping or cavitation. What was

14 Waterside Townhomes

most impressive was the feeling of
comfort while moving about. In some
yachts at speed, you’re hanging on for
your life or grabbing for a handhold.
Not so with the Concord, the movement was soft and predictable through
all speed ranges. Top speed was a very
respectable 32.8 knots, though average cruise speed is in the 22 to 28 knot
range.
Fuel consumption was more of a
straight line than a curve, averaging about 0.42 gallons per mile at any
speed between 20 and 30 knots. At 24
knots, the range is estimated at 500
miles with the extended-range fuel
tanks (1,300 USG) fitted to the test
boat. The engines are well soundproofed and noise levels in the saloon
were minimal.

Concluding Remarks Concord has
a great running hull with plenty of
power and excellent all-around underway performance. Its control systems
make it comfortable for a couple to
operate without crew. The fit and finish
is excellent and the exterior styling…
well, let’s just say we love it. The Con-

When you need to
Repair, Rebuild or
just Renew

1-800-663-2121

thewaterfrontatmillbay.ca

Waterfront dining at Mill Bay Marina
Every seat is a window seat
778-356-3568
www.bridgemans.ca

LOA
LWL
Beam
Draft
Displ.(half load)
(full load)

Fuel (standard)
Fuel (long range)
Water
Black Water
Engines
Propulsion

20.3 m
66' 9"
16.5 m
54' 0"
5.2 m
16' 11"
1.5 m
5' 0"
35,788 kg
78,900 lbs
38,555 kg
85,000 lbs
3,785 L
1,000 USG
5,034 L
1,330 USG
833 L
220 USG
473 L
125 USG
2 Volvo-Penta D13, 900 hp
diesels
2 Volvo-Penta IPS-3 1200
pod drives

Built and Sold by
Coastal Craft Aluminum Yachts
Gibsons, B.C.
604-886-3004
www.coastalcraft.com
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The Yachtsman’s Choice!
all the power you need!
10 - 150 hp

i
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Moorage/Fuel; Kayak rentals; Prawning;
Showers; Laundry; Sani-Dump

millbaymarina.ca ● 1-877-443-4303
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cord has all the breeding of a megayacht in a smaller package. Kudos to
Coastal Craft and Gregory Marshall
Design! If we had an extra $3.7 million,
we’d be on the order books!

custom tailored packages

starting at $5,995

Fiber-Tek
is here for you!
• Kevlar® Carbon Fiber • Mat • Cloth
• Foam • Resin • Epoxy Resins & Putties
• Vacuum Bag Items • Roving

Burnaby - 1306 Boundary Rd.
604-294-8116
www.fibertek.ca

Beta marine canada

250-655-4543 | betacanada@shaw.ca

www.betamarinecanada.com
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